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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in
from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending
this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If
you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we
will get your problem addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the
problems/solutions involved.

Version 1.0.1.31 Will Be Available Tuesday Morning
A new update 1.0.1.31 will be available on Tuesday morning. The Chief Scorers for the
Regional tournaments next weekend need to use this version of the program. Unless the
wheels fall off the wagon, this will be the final update of the program until after the
Nationals.
The update will address the following issues:
1. The final adjustment to the Jump Timing tolerances and rationale according to the
new policies that was attached to Issue 04 has been completed. This includes the
handling of the Open Women (OW), Open Men (OM), International Women (IW)
and International Men (IM) specifications.
2. When entering a fall and the time data on the final Jump, make sure that you see
the Round Complete notation in the window just above the scoring panel before
proceeding to your next Jumper.
3. ALWAYS make sure that your active round is correct when you change
skiers/age divisions. This is especially true in Turn and Burn type tournament
formats.
4. In a tournament such as the State Championships, Regionals and Nationals where
there may be ties to be broken and you use the RO (Run Off) option to score the
tie breaking runs, make sure that when you have finished and proceed to your
next age division that you select the correct round to score the next event in. If
some skier scores are missing from your scorebook, stop and think for a minute, if
a tie breaker situation was scored in the previous age division. If so look and see
if your missing scores might be in the RO section of the current age division that
is being scored.. If this happens you will need to delete them and re-enter the
scores in the proper round.
5. Placements have been added to the results grids in the Championship format
scorebook.

6. If a skier sets a record, the alert panel that comes up will have the approved
current records as of 7/22/2011. The records are verified by age division for each
event.

Debbie Kern has designed a Power Point presentation for the WSTIMS for Windows
scoring program (attached). The presentation will take you from the basic setup for a
tournament all the way through the scoring of each event. This will give you a good,
basic foundation to work from and operate the program the way it has been designed
to operate by Dave Allen. For more advanced procedures you can refer to the USERS
Manual version 1.4.
Have fun at the Regionals and we’ll see you at the Nationals

